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• Guilds A guild is a “gang” of characters which are united with similar goals, who work together to achieve their own goals while working together with other groups. • Guild
Wars Covers the system used to operate the guild. • Necromancer Allows you to summon monsters, called “Necromancers,” using the power of magic to take control of

them. • The World Map A map that covers the entire Lands Between and the surrounding areas. • Dungeons Dungeons are areas where NPCs and monsters appear. • A New
Interface that Appears naturally in the World Map The game screen is now divided into two areas. The dungeon map area and the “how to play” area. • Trading Trade

between the game and the world outside the game. • Character Creation You can freely customize your character in every way. • Dynamic Battles Battles occur in real time.
• Real-Time Strategy You can assign skills to your character according to the situation of the battle. *Features subject to change KNOWN ISSUES: - PC Screenshots: - The

game will be updated on October 18th, 2016 in Japan. - We are currently fixing bugs and removing unnecessary features. - Game Balance Currently, there is no official games
and their balance within the game is not strong. - It is necessary to fix the balance before the online beta test. - It is necessary to constantly modify the technical balance and
the game balance during the beta test. - Performance and Bugs Currently, there are games that cannot participate in PvP battles. - The game will be updated on December

7th, 2016 in Japan. - Game Mechanics and Balance The entire game is a “labor of love” that my team and I made together and therefore not everyone can enjoy all the
content. - In order to enjoy the game, it is recommended to participate in the ongoing beta test as often as possible. - Game Mechanics and Game Balance We are currently
working on the game system, and will continue to make adjustments in order to improve the game. - Please continue to participate in the beta test and send us feedback. -

Please send us feedback about bugs, bugs, etc. *Note: - The following bugs exist at this time
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Features Key:
Fantasy Action RPG: fast-paced action, an abundance of customization and deep gameplay.

Evolve the character and fight to become a leader: deeply themed story and spells to cast over the whole game, all in an epic fantasy setting.
Discover a vast new world: control your actions, meet other people, and unravel the secrets of a vast world.

Genre: Fantasy RPG Size: 7.79 GB Resolution: Widescreen 16:9 Duality: PC/Mac 

Cancellation: Based on consumer demand, it is not possible to launch PlayStation Store’s PlayStation Now, PlayStation Vue and PlayStation Now on Demand. We remain determined to bring PlayStation TV to the United States this year. I'm quite happy to be associated with the Xbox (son of the musician Henry) and PC (god father of many a disease). I have just a few
words on my own behalf. Logotype series designed by webiages.com
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